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a2 = (jPj^L)2 — a2 where a and 6 are the radii of the spheres whose centres are A, B.
Let the position of the influencing point Fl be at an infinite                      in]
distance from the sphere. The electricity at jPi is then infinite but its potential, viz. E^DF-^, becomes the constant e. The conductor being at zero potential, the sum of the potentials of the electricities at the three remaining points Grlf G2, F% is therefore — e. The positions of these points are evidently A, B and G, where 0 is the intersection of AB and DD'. We thus fall back on the case of a solid conductor charged with a quantity of electricity e ( - DA - DB + DC) and at potential - e; (Art. 423).
428. If we insulate the conductor and give it such a charge that the potential becomes e, we have, by superimposing the density found in Art. 423,
429.    The rule to find the distribution of electricity on two orthogonal spheres at zero potential may be summed up in the following manner.    The point Fl being given, we seek (1) the inverse points of Fl with regard to the two spheres A and #, let these be GIt G2; (2) the inverse point of G-^ with regard to the sphere B or the inverse point of G2 with regard to the sphere A, let this be F%.    These four points, any F being taken with any G, form two doublets.   The sphere is a level surface of zero potential of each doublet.    The ratios of the quantities of electricity at the points of each doublet, and the resulting surface density due to each, follow from the elementary rules given in Arts. 397, 401.    The electricity at any G has an opposite sign to that at any F.
430.    Ex.   An uninsulated conductor consists of a sphere and an infinitely large and infinitely thin plane passing through the centre B of the sphere.   If it be exposed to the influence of a given charge of electricity at the point JP^ where F±B is perpendicular to the plane, prove that G1 being a point on F2B produced such that BG1 is equal to BFlt the superficial density at any point P on the
hemispherical surface nearest to Ft is proportional to ™~ps - Tr-ps •
[Math. Tripos, 1877.]
The infinite plane may be regarded as the limiting case of an orthogonal sphere. We then follow the rule in Art. 429. The inverse point of Ft with regard to the plane is Gl ,* the inverse points of J?\ , G1 with regard to the sphere are G2 , Fz . The given system of sphere and plane is a level surface of zero potential of these four points. We use Green's method as explained in Art. 401.
431.    Geometrical properties.   Ex. 1.    Prove (1) that the centre of each of the three orthogonal circles lies in the radical axis of the other two, and that the orthocentre of the triangle ABK formed by joining the centres is the radical centre of the circles.   Prove (2) that the diagonals of the quadrilateral ^G-^F^G^ intersect in the orthocentre of ABK.

